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Abstract 
W. Zhang, Depth of proofs, depth of cut-formulas and complexity of cut formulas, Theoretical 
Computer Science 129 (1994) 193-206. 
The relation between proofs with cuts and proofs without cuts is discussed in this article. The 
complexity of cut-formulas is redefined to better reflect the structure of cut-formulas which is 
important to cut-elimination. A cut-elimination strategy based on this definition and an upper 
bound of cut-elimination are given. Further, it is explained that cut-formulas with depth larger than 
the depth of the proof can be shortened without increasing the depth of the proof and the complexity 
of the cut-formulas. A new upper bound based on this fact and the previous upper bound is given. 
1. Introduction 
This article attempts to find out what the most important part of a cut-formula is, 
with respect to proof length. A previous study can be found in [3]. Here we provide 
a modified definition of the complexity of cut-formulas and explain the relation between 
the complexity of cut-formulas, the depth of cut-formulas and that of cut-free proofs. 
The main difference is that while the previous study pointed out the importance 
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of the number of nested quantifiers in a formula, we show in addition that the number 
of alternating quantifiers is important. 
We first present analysis trees [2] and an upper bound for cut-elimination [3] in 
this section. In Section 2, we present the idea that leads to the modified definition of 
the complexity of cut-formulas. In Section 3, we present a modified upper bound for 
cut-elimination. In Section 4, we discuss how unreasonably long cut-formulas can be 
replaced by shorter formulas. In Section 5, we discuss the relation between the depth 
and the complexity of cut-formulas and present some simpler upper bounds for 
cut-elimination. 
I .l. Analysis trees 
Let cp, I) be formulas and A be a set of formulas, an analysis tree is a proof that uses 
the following rules: 
l Normal rules: 
A : A, 40,~ cp if cp is atomic 
4 v(t) 
‘: A,3xlq(x) 
‘: A,Vxlcp(x) if a is not free in A 
0 Cut rule: 
A 
Negation 1 applies to atomic formulas only and the symbol - is a symbol in the 
metalanguage which negates the formula following it. We also use -A to represent 
the set of formulas: {-I) ) ll/~A}. 
Definition 1.1. The set n is defined as follows: [EI~ iff i= xikcO Ui. wi with Ui 30 
and c(~= 1. 
Definition 1.2. Let [,=c& ui.wi~17 and (,=CF1, bi.w’En. The function 
@ : II x U-II is defined as follows: 
0 co @ <idzf I?, maX(Ui, bi). Wi, if ko=ki, 
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This function is associative and commutative. If a and b are numbers, a 0 b is the 
same as max(a, b). 
Definition 1.3. The relation < over Ii’ is defined as follows: CO <<r iff there exists 
a c~l7 such that co 0 < = iI. 
(n, <) is a well founded set and iod5r implies io 0 i<ir 0 i. 
Definition 1.4. Let d,, . . . , dk with k 20 be the immediate subproofs of d. The depth 
ofdisdefinedasfollows: Idld~f~d,IO..~OIdkl+l. 
Definition 1.5. The complexity of a cut-formula is an assignment from the set of 
formulas to I7 and it is define as follows: 
0 p( cp) = p(i (p)*Lf w, if cp is atomic; 
l P(cpW)=P(cpWd~ffp(V) 0 Ati)+ 1; 
l P~~~Icp~~~~=P~~~Icp~~~~d~ffP(40~~~. 
Definition 1.6. Let d 1, . . . , dk with k 2 0 be the immediate subproofs of d. The cut rank 
is an assignment from the set of analysis trees to Il and the cut rank of d is defined as 
follows: 
l p(d)d&f 1 if k=O; 
l p(d)*zf p(d,) 0 ... @ p(d,) if the last rule used in d is not a cut; 
l p(d) *zf p(d,) @ p(d,) @ p(G) if Ic/ is the cut formula of the last rule of d. 
Definition 1.7. Let z be either a proof tree or a cut-formula with p(z)=CF=, Ui. wi. The 
functions SI and fi are defined as follows: 
l a(z) *zf k; 
0 p(z)*zf a,. 
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1.2. Cut-elimination 
The following is a theorem from a previous paper [3] (the lemmas and the theorem 
have been reformulated to fit the definitions in Section 1.1 and to ease the comparison 
with the results of Section 3) which shows the relation between the complexity of the 
cut-rank of a proof and the upper bound for the proof depth of the corresponding 
cut-free proof. 
Lemma 1.8. (Inversion lemma). 
(i) Ifdt-A,$oA$l, we canjnd dikAd,$i (i=O,l) with ldiJ<ldl and p(di)<p(d). 
(ii) 1fdFA,Vxl$(x), we canjind d’tA,rC/(t) with Id’\<Jdl and p(d’)bp(d). 
(iii) IfdF-A,$oV$l, we canjnd d’FA,$O,$l with Id’lGldl and p(d’)bp(d). 
Lemma 1.9. (Reduction lemma). 
(i) If d, k A, - cp and do F A, cp with u(d,), cc(d,)<cc(cp) and p(cp)=O, we can find 
dkA with IdldldIl+ld~l andp(d)bp(d,)Op(dl)Op(cp).w-‘. 
(ii) 1f d, b A, -cp and dot A,cp with (a(di)=a(cp)A P(di)=O)V(a(di)<a(q)) for 
i=O,l, we can jind dkA with Idld(dIl@ Id01+2P(‘P) and p(d)<p(d,) 
@p(d,)O(p(v)-B(v)). 
Theorem 1.10 (Cut elimination). 
(i) ZfdkA with b(d)=O, we canfind d’t-A with ld’l<21dl and p(d’)<p(d).w-l. 
(ii) IfdFA, we canjnd d’FA with Id’(<2P(d).ldl and p(d’)<p(d)--P(d). 
The cut-elimination in Section 3 follows mainly the strategy indicated by the 
reduction lemma. The difference is that we try to use the cut-elimination steps as far 
from the root of the proof-tree as possible. 
2. Simple cut-formulas 
In this section, we only consider cut-formulas constructed from literals and logical 
symbols V and A and the negation of these (i.e. formulas constructed from literals and 
logical symbols 3 and V ). 
Definition 2.1. Let cp be a formula. y(q) iff 
0 cp is a literal or 
l c~=%Acp, and ~(cpo)Ay(cpi) or 
l cp = Vx I q’(x) and r(cp’(x)). 
y(q) iff cp is free of existential quantifier and logical or. 
Definition 2.2. 
0 ~zII-~A: dis 
l dl-IA:dis 
0 $E~((P) iff 
-cp=$ or 
Proofs and cut:formulas 
We define three notations Fe, F1 and S as follows: 
a cut-free proof of A. 
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a proof of A and if II/ is a cut formula then either y($) or y(-cp). 
-c~=c~~Acp, and $W~O)Wvl) or 
-q=Vx I q’(x) and $~S(q’(t)) for any term t. 
r($) implies that S($) is the set of the subformulas of $ (with the interpretation: q(t) 
is a subformula of Vx 1 q(x) and qn is not a subformula of 1 q). 
Lemma 2.3 (Inversion lemma). Zf d k. A, $ with y(ti) and if $/ES($), we can jnd 
d’koA,$’ with Id’lbldl. 
This lemma follows from Lemma 1.8 by induction on the structure of 4. 
Lemma 2.4. Ifdo E. A, Ic/ and dI F. A, Y with N Y c S(G), y($) and $ is not invalid, we 
canjnd dkoA with IdldldoI+ld,I. 
Proof (by induction on I dI I). (1) The last rule of d, is an axiom, i.e. tie, 1 ijo~A, 
Y where $. is atomic. 
- If Iclo, ~rl/~~d, let d be A. 
- If~o~Aand~~o~Y(theproofissimilarif~~o~Aand~o~Y),wecanfindd~oA, 
It/o with Id I d /do I according to the inversion lemma. 
(2) The last rule of d, is V, V or 3. In this case, there are two possibilities: 
df 
A’, Y 
- d, is dy. 
By applying the induction hypothesis to d: and do, we obtain d’ to A’ with 
Id’ldld,l+ld:l. Hence we can find dkoA with Idldld’I+l~ldol+ld,I. 
d: 
A, Y’ 
~ d, is ~ 
A,Y’ 
Since - Y’cS($) follows from - Y CC?($) and y($), by applying the induction 
hypothesis to d: and do, we obtain dkoA with Idl~<doI+Id:IdjdoI+Id,I. 
(3) The last rule of dI is A. Let d, be 
A.Y . 
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By the induction hypothesis, we obtain 
- diOt,d’ from do and diO with ld~o~dldol+~d,ol, 
- d;, kOd” from d,, and d,, with Id;ll<ldol+ldlll. 
We obtain dFod from d;, and d;, with Idl=ld;,l 0 Id;,l+l<ld,)+ld,l. 0 
Lemma 2.5. If do kOd, $ and dl k. A, -II/ with y($), we can find d F. A with 
l462~(l4,lO 141). 
Since - $ES( N $), this lemma follows from the previous lemma, if $ is not invalid. 
If it is invalid, S(lc/) contains Ii/O, 1 tiO for some atomic rc/O, according to the inversion 
lemma, we can find cut-free proofs for A, $. and A, 1 t,bo with depth Idol. Hence we 
can find d to A with I dl< Ido I + I do I according to Lemma 1.9. 
Theorem 2.6. Ifdkl A, we canfind d’FoA with ld’J<21di. 
This theorem follows from Lemma 2.5 by induction on IdI. As a consequence, if 
d I- A and the cut formulas in d are pure existential or universal formulas, we can find 
d’ k. A with Id’\ 621dl. 
3. General cut-formulas 
Combining the idea presented in Section 2 and the general cut-elimination pres- 
ented in Section 1, we present a modified definition of the complexity of cut-formulas 
and an upper bound for cut-elimination. 
Definition 3.1. We define two notations S* and 6’: 
0 $E~*((P) iff 
- IC/E~((P) and 
- $ is either a conjunction of two formulas or a universally quantified formula. 
0 $E~‘((P) iff 
- $M(P), 
- $ is either a disjunction of two formulas or an existential formula, and 
_ all terms appear in $ also appear in cp. 
Both 6*((p) and a’((~) are subsets of 6((p). The third condition of the second item 
guarantees that 6’(q) is a finite set. 
Definition 3.2. The complexity of a cut-formula is re-defined as follows. 
0 If 6’(q) is empty, p(q) “Lf w. 
l If S’(cp)={cpil 1 <i<n} and there is a cp’ such that Vx I cp’(x)~b(cp) and a(~‘)~a(cpi) 
for 1 didn, p(cpfzf (p(cpl) 0 ... 0 p(cp,)).w. 
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l If q=$,A$,, S’((P)={qil ldidn) and there is no cp’such that VX[(P’(X)E~ and 
In case the cut-formula is a literal, the first item of the definition is applicable. In 
case the formula is universally quantified, one of the first two items is applicable. In 
case the formula is a conjunction, one of the first three items is applicable. In case the 
formula is a disjunction or existentially quantified, we can use the last item. The 
definition of the cut rank is the same as that in Section 1 with p(t+!~) being the new 
complexity of $. 6’(q) is empty if y(q), and d F1 A is a proof with the cut rank being w. 
Lemma 3.3 (Inversion lemma). 
(i) [fdF-A,$Vq and we canjnd d’EA,$,q with Id’)dld) and p(d’)dp(d). 
(ii) Zf d I- A,$ and if $’ is in S($), we can jind d’EA,II/’ with Id’l<ldl and 
p(d’)Gp(d). 
This lemma is similar to Lemma 1.8. Lemma 1.8 is also true if we use the new 
definition of the complexity of cut-formulas and the second statement of this lemma 
follows from the first and the second statement of it (Lemma 1.8 with the new 
definition of the complexity of cut-formulas). 
Lemma3.4. Zfdo~A,~anddl~A,Ywwitkp(~)#w, -ulcS*(~),S(~)#{~),p(IcI)=O 
and u(d,),a(do)<cc($), we can $nd dFA with Idl<ldII+Jdol and p(d)bp(d,)O 
p(d,) 0 p($).w-‘. 
Proof (by induction on /d, ) ). (1) The last rule of d 1 is an axiom. A is also an axiom and 
we let d be A. 
(2) The last rule of dI is a cut with cut-formula cp. Let dI be 
d 10 d 
A,@, Y A, ml;, Y 
By applying the induction hypothesis to do and dIo, we obtain dioFA, cp with 
ldioldldol+ldlol and p(d;o)~p(d,o)Op(d,)Op(~).w-l. 
By applying the induction hypothesis to do and dIl, we obtain d;,FA, wcp with 
ld~~ldldol+ldIIl and p(d;l)~:(d,l)Op(do)Op(~).w-‘. 
By applying the cut rule to d;, and d; 1, we obtain d FA with 
Idl=ld;olOld;,l+1~ldoI+ld~l, 
since IdIl=ld,,I@ldlol+l; and 
Ad)=p(d;,) 0 N;o) 0 dcp) 
~(p(d,,)Op(do)Op(~).w-‘)O(p(dlo)Op(do)Op(~).w-’)Op(cp) 
=p(d,)Op(do)Op(lC/).w-‘, 
since Adl)=ddII) 0 ddIo) 0 P(CP). 
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(3) The last rule is 3 or V with the principal formula cp’ in Y. Let Y be Y’u{cp’} 
(cp’ may occur in Y’ ) and di be 
di 
A, cp, Y’ 
A, cp’, Y’ 
If -(PEG*, we can use induction on d; and do to obtain the result. In the following, 
we assume the opposite. From the conditions in the if-part of this lemma, we obtain 
P(V)GP($).W - ‘. By applying the induction hypothesis to do and di we obtain 
d;tA,cp with IdJ<ldol+ld;l and p(d;)~p(d;)Op(d,)Op(lCI).w-‘. By the inver- 
sion lemma we obtain db I-A, - cp with I db I d Id,, I and p(db) d p(d,). By applying the 
cut-rule to d; and db, we obtain d tA with 
ldl=ld;,IOld;J+l~ld,l+ld;l+1=Id,I+ld,I; 
~(d)~<(d;)O~(do)O~(~)~~(d;)O~(do)O~(~)~~~-’@~(do)Op(ti)~~~-~ 
=p(d;) 0 Ad,) 0 p($).w-‘. 
(4) The proof of the other cases (the last rule is V, 3, V or A with principal formula 
not in Y) is similar to the proof of corresponding cases of Lemma 2.4. The difference is 
that we have to calculate p(d) in addition to Idl. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Iftill-A, -I) and d,tA,$ with a(d,), x(d,)<cc($) and p($)=O, we can 
find dkA with ld162.(ldIl Oldd) and P(d)dp(do)Op(d,)OP(~).w-‘. 
If p($) = w (which implies one of y($) and y( - $)), we refer to Lemma 2.5. Other- 
wise, either G($)#{Ic/j and -(-$)~6*($) or S(-$)#(-rl/} and -($)&*(-$), in 
both cases, this lemma follows from the previous lemma. 
Corollary 3.6. Zf d +A with /l(d) =O, we can find d’FA with (d’(621dl and 
p(d’)dp(d).w-‘. 
This corollary follows from Lemma 3.5 by induction on IdI. 
Lemma 3.7. If dl FA, -up and do F-d, C/I With (~(di)=~(~)AP(di)=O)V(x(di)<a(~)) 
fir i=O, 1, we can jind dFA with Id(<ld,I@Idol+28(q) and p(d)dp(d,)@ 
p(d,) 0 (P(cP)-P(v)). 
Proof. (by induction on /I(q)). The lemma holds if ,B(q) = 0. Assume that q = q. A ql 
(the proof is similar if - cp = - q. A - cpl). According to the inversion lemma, we can 
find 
l dbkA,cp, with ldbldldol and p(db)dp(do); 
l d6l-A,cp, with Id;ld(dol and p(d{)dp(d,); 
l d; k-d, -cpo, -‘pl with ld~I<ldll and p(di)dp(d,). 
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Assume that a(cpo)3a(cpl) (the proof is similar if cc(cpo)<a(ql)). By the induction 
hypothesis we obtain d’ Ed, -‘pl from d; and dl, with Id’lbldll @ ld,l+2~(~“) and 
Ad’)dp(dr) 0 p(do) 0 (P(vo)--P(cpo)). 
(1) In the case that a(cp,)<a(cp,), by applying the cut rule to d’ and d; (with cpl as 
the cut-formula), we obtain d t-A with 
since B(q) = p(cpo) + 1; and 
dd)=~(d’) 0 No) 0 dv,)d(p(d,) 0 Ado) 0 Mcp,) 
-P(cpo))) 0 Ado) 0 p(4n,) 
=p(dl) 0 No) 0 (P(v)-~(v)), 
since ~(cp)-B(cp)=(~(cp~)-~B(cp~)) 0 ~( pd. 
(2) In the case that n(qo)=a(cpl), by applying the induction hypothesis to d’ and 
di, we obtain d Ed with 
Idl<ld’l 0 ld,1+2P’q”d(ld,l 0 Ido~+2P(~0))@ Id,l+2P(v’) 
since B(cp)=P(cp~) 0 B(cpl)+ 1; and 
dd)dN’) 0 Ado) 0 (P(vI)--P(vI)) 
dM4) 0 No) 0 Mcpo)--P(cpo))) 0 p(do) 0 MvI)--B(YJ,)) 
=p(d,) 0 Ado) 0 (P(V)-B(v)), 
since ~(cp)-B(cp)=(~(cp~)-~B(cp~)) 0 MCPI)--B(cPI)). 0 
Corollary 3.8. ZfdkA, we canjnd d’EA with Id’lg2P’d’~ldl and p(d’)<p(d)-/l(d). 
This corollary follows from Lemma 3.7 by induction on Id I. 
Theorem 3.9. If dtA with p(d)=xf=, ai’w’ and a,>O, we can find d’kd with 
ld’l<22”“+ and p(d’)dCf=, ai’w’-‘. 
This theorem follows from Corollary 3.8 and Corollary 3.6. 
Corollary 3.10. If d I-A we can find a cut-free d’ I-A with I d'l < s(p(d), IdI ) where 
~(1, n)=n and s(c.w+a,n)=s(~T,, 22Y’n). 
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4. Depth of cut-formulas 
The object is to show the relation between the depth of cut-formulas and the depth 
of proof. We prove that cut-formulas with depth larger than the depth of the 
proof-tree can be replaced by shorter cut-formulas. The result is similar to Lemma 3.3 
of Cl]. We make it clear that the complexity (by Definition 3.2) of cut-formulas does 
not increase and make the bound of the depth of cut-formulas more accurate. In 
addition, we also indicate how the shorter cut-formulas are constructed and it may be 
useful for proof presentation. 
Definition 4.1. The depth of a formula \$I is defined as follows: 
. IIc/I=IlIc/I=f; 
I $ / is the original complexity (as in [2] ) of the formula I/I. 
Definition 4.2. $ is a subformula of cp at level k, written as 1($, cp, k) is defined as 
follows: 
l I(% cp, 0); 
l I($, ‘# xl V(X), k) iff I($, cp(x), k- 1); 
l I($, 3 xl cpb), 4 8 W, 40(x), k- 1); 
l W,cpoAcpI,k) iffW,m,k-l) or W,cpI,k-l); 
l 4rC/,cpoVcpI,k) iflW,cpo,k-l) or 4,kcpI,k-l); 
Note that the k in I($, cp, k) is not necessary unique, since $ may occur in many 
subformulas of cp. Let cp[p/$, k] be the result of substituting p (in the following, the 
symbols p and pi are used to represent literals) for all II/ at level k of cp (if $ appears at 
other levels of cp, it will not be changed). Let cp [x/t] be the result of substituting x for 
t in cp. The following are some properties of the substitution. 
l cp [p/$,0] = (if cp # $ then cp else p). 
l cp [p/$, k] = cp, if cp is a literal and k 3 1. 
l ~~~l~cp(~~~C~l~~~~,~l=~~lI(cp~~~C~l~~~~,~-~1C~l~l~ for kal. 
l ~~~l~~~~~C~l~~~~,~l=~~I~cp~~~C~l~~~~,~-~1C~l~l~ for k31. 
l ~cP~~cp~~Cpl~,~l=cp~Cpl~,~-~l~~cp,C~IICI,~-~l for k31. 
l ~cp~~cp~~C~IIC/~~l=cP~C~III/,~-~l~cp~C~I~,~-~1 for k21. 
l -cpCpl~,kl=(-cp)Clpl-_,kl for k>,O. 
l ,dcPCd$,kl)ddcp) for k30. 
The last two items are needed in the proof of Theorem 4.5 and the rest is needed in the 
proof of Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.3. Zfdt--d,cp with Id(dk, we can$nd d’t-A,cp[p/$,k] with Id’l<ldl and 
Ad’) d Ad). 
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Proof (by induction on d). (1) 1 d / = 1. 
If q is a literal, cp [p/$, k] = cp. 
If cp is not a literal, d is an axiom. 
(2) q is not the principal formula of the last rule of d. 
The last rule of d is A or a cut. Let d be 
di do 
A’,cp A”,v 
4rp 
By the induction hypothesis, we can find 
di td’,cpCp/$,kl with ld;IdldIl and p(di)dp(d,), and 
dhtd”,cpCp/$,kl with ld~ldldol and p(dh)<p&). 
By combining db and d;, we obtain d’ F-d, cp[p/ll/, k] with Id’1 d IdI. In the case that 
the rule is A, we obtain 
p(d’)=M) 0 N,)~&) 0 &,)=N). 
In the case that the rule is a cut with cpo as the cut formula, we obtain 
p(d’)=p(d;)Op(db)Ocpodp(dl)OP(do)OcPo=P(d). 
The last rule is V, 3 or V. 
The proof is similar to the previous case. 
(3) cp is the principal formula of the last rule of d. 
The last rule of d is 3. Let cp be 3x I qo(x). Assume d is (the case where 3x 1 cpo(x) not in 
the conclusion of d, being similar): 
d, 
~,~XlcPo(X),cpo(~) 
~,~xlcpo(x) 
By the induction hypothesis, we can find 
4 ä ~,(3xlqo,(x))C~IIC/(x),kl, ~PC$) with Idildldhnd M)dp(4). 
By the induction hypothesis, we can find 
d~~-d~(~xlcp~(x))C~IIC/(x),~l,cP~(~)C~I~(~),k-~l with 
IdYldldWd p(di’)<p(d;). 
Hence we can find 
d’ ~d(3.4vo(x)) CPM-G kl, with 
Id’l<ldi’l+l<Idl and p(d’)<p(di’)<p(d). 
The last rule is V, V or A. 
The proof is similar to the previous case. 0 
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Lemma 4.4. If d tA, q with Id 1 <k and there are n+ 1 formulas cpO, . . . , qn with the 
property l(Vi,cPvk), we can $nd d’EbqCpolcPo,kl... Cpnl(pn,kl with Id’ldldl, 
/#‘)Qh0 
This lemma follows from the previous lemma by induction on the number of 
different subformulas at level k of cp. 
Theorem 4.5. Zf the last rule of d FA is a cut with cp as the cut-formula, we can find 
d’ tA such that d’ is the result of replacing q in d by cp’ with 1 cp’l< IdI and 
P(P’) <P(V). 
Proof. Assume that do FA, cp and d, +A, wcp. Let k be ldllOldol and qo,...,qn be 
the only formulas with the property l(Cpi, q, k). We obtain that - cpO, .. . , - qn are the 
only formulas with the property 1( - cpi, - cp, k). According to the previous lemma, we 
can find 
l db~~,cpCpolcpo,kl.~.Cp,lcp,,kl with Idbl<ldol and p(db)<p&) 
l 4 ~-d,(-cp)Clpol-cPo,kl...C1pnlN(Pn,kl with ld~Ibld,I and p(di)bp(d,) 
~~~~~~-cp~C~~~l~~~,~l~~~~~p~l~cp,~~l=~~Cp~I~~,~l~~~Cp~/~~,kl,we~~~cp’ 
be cPCpolcPo,kl ... Cp,,l(p,,,kl. We obtain Iq’lGk+ 1 and p(cp’)<p(cp). 0 
Corollary 4.6. If d Ed, we canfind d’+A with Id’l<ldl, p(d’)<p(d) and that if$ is 
a cut-formula in d’, then ) $ I d Id 1. 
Proof. According to Theorem 4.5, we can replace all cut-formulas with depth >, IdI 
with formulas with depth Id I without increasing the proof depth and the complexity of 
the cut-formulas. 0 
Corollary 4.7. If d Ed we can find a cut free d’ I-A with Id’1 <2/z!. 
This corollary follows from Corollary 4.6 and the cut-elimination theorem in [a]. 
5. Depth and complexity 
We discuss the relation between I$1 and p($) and apply this relation to the 
theorems in the previous sections to obtain simpler upper bounds for cut- 
elimination. 
Lemma 5.1. If p($)= CT=, ai’w’, then k&1$1 and ai<l$(-k+ifor i=O,...,k. 
Proof. It is obvious that k < I $ I and the rest of this lemma is proved by induction on 
k and a0 as follows. 
(1) If k=l, we have aod(t,-1 and ai=ldlt-k+l. 
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(2) Ifp($)=(p($i) 0 ... 0 p(i,kn)).w, there is a $,,,(l <m<n) with P($m)=Cf:o bj.wj 
such that Ui= bj, and i=j, + k- k. - 1 for some j,. According to the induction 
hypothesis, we have 
ui=bjodIICI,I-ko+jodI~I-l-ko+jodI~I-k+i. 
(3) If p($)=~($~) 0 p(t,bl)+ 1, we have two cases: 
In the case that i=O: There is a Grn (O<m<l) with P($~)=C%~ bj.wj such that 
a0 = bo + 1 and k = ko. According to the induction hypothesis, we have 
uo=bo+16(IICI,I-ko)+l~IICII-k. 
In the case that i>l: There is a $,(O<m<l) with P($,,,)=~~~~ bj.wj such that 
ai = bjo and i = j, + k-k0 for some j,. According to the induction hypothesis, we have 
ui=bjoQI$,I-ko+jo<(I$I-l)-k+i<I$I-k+i. 0 
knma 5.2. Ifp($~)Op($l)=C~!!~ ai.w’, then ui<I$oI@I$1I-k+i. 
Proof. Let p($o)=CF”o a(. wi and p($I)=CF:o a;‘. wi. According to the previous 
lemma, we obtain: ~lbllC/~l -k,+ i and ~$‘<l$~ I-kl +i. Assume k=ko (the case 
k = kI being similar). 
l if i-k+kl 20, then 
Ui=UI 0 Ul’ k+k16(l$oI-k+i)O(I$-kl+i-k+kl) 
=(I$oI-k+~)O(I~lI+i-k)=l$ol@lIC/ll-k+i. 
l if i-k+k,<O, then 
ui=ujdI~oI-k+idllCloIOlIC/1I-k+i. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Ifdkd, we cunjnd d’kd with Id’l<Jdl, p(d’)<p(d) and ai<ldl-k+i 
ifp(d’)=Cf=o U-i’ Wi. 
Proof. According to Corollary 4.6, we can find d’ with p(d’)bp(d) and if t+bi for 
i=l ,...,n are all of the cut formulas in d’, p(J/,)O...~%)~(~~)dldl. Hence, 
Ui d Id I -k + i according to Lemma 5.2. 
Theorem 5.4. If d F-d with p(d)=Cf=, U~‘W’, we can find d’t-A with ld’l<ldl and 
p(d’)<EF1, min(ui_k,+k, Id+k’+i).w’wheve k’=min(k,ldl). 
Proof. Let p(d’)=Ck, bi. wi. According to the previous lemma, we have bi<ui-k+k,, 
bidldl-ko+i and ko<k’. Hence 
p(d’)~C~Oomin(ui-~+ko,IdI-ko+i).wi 
dWk’-ko~~~Omin(ui_k+k,,~dl-ko+i)~wi 
<C:I, min(Ui_ k,+k,Id+k’+i).Wi. 
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Using k’ instead of k in this theorem makes it look complicate. The main reason is 
that we want to make sure that / d) - k’ + i 3 0 in the theorem. 0 
Corollary 5.5. If d FA with p(d’)=Cf,, ai’w’, we can jind a cut free d/I-A with 
jd’(<s([,ldl) where [=CFL, min(ai_,.+k,Id+k’+i).wi with k’=min(k,/dI). 
Corollary 5.6. IfdbA, we canjnd a cutfree d’t-A with Id’I<2$“,““‘d’. 
Corollary 5.7. If d t A, we can find a cut free d’ FA with Id’1 <2f,jfL 1 . 
6. Summary 
Theorem 4.5 shows that we can replace cut-formulas in a proof by formulas with 
depth less than or equal to the depth of the proof without changing the structure of the 
proof. As a consequence of this theorem and theorem 3.9, four upper bounds of cut- 
elimination are given in respectively Corollaries 5.5-5.7 and Corollary 4.7. The simplest 
upper bound is that in Corollary 4.7. Usually, a(d) is much less than IdI and hence 
2:;$!+ 1 is a better upper bound. If we also know the value of P(d), we can use 2$~“‘Idl as 
an upper bound. The upper bound in Corollary 5.5 makes use of all details of a cut-rank. 
Roughly speaking, a($) is the number of the times (possibly plus one for the atomic 
formulas in +) that the quantifiers in some path of Ic/ (represented as a tree) shifted from 
V to 3 or from V to V to V and correspondingly from 3 to V or from 3 to A to 3. We may 
say that it is the primary complexity of Ic/. fl($) is the number of A and V which have to 
be removed before one obtains all quantified formulas with the same primary complex- 
ity as that of $. The combination of Definitions 3.2, 1.6 and the upper bounds shows 
that the number of alternating quantifiers in a cut-formula is very important with 
respect to the possibility of achieving short proofs. It provides a better theoretical basis 
(compared with the previous definitions of the complexity of cut-formulas and cut- 
elimination theorems [2,3] ) for constructing good cut-formulas in first-order logic. 
The main subject of this article is to clarify what the most important part of a cut 
formula is, the number of cut-formulas does not matter in the discussion and the 
relation between the number of nodes and cut-formulas is only indirectly discussed 
through the discussion of proof depth. Further study is needed to establish the 
relation between the number of nodes, the number of cut-formulas and the complexity 
of cut-formulas in a proof. 
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